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Cannon: <em>In Old Nauvoo: Everyday Life in the City of Joseph</em> Georg
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latter day saints have a fascination with nauvoo nauvoo
restoration projects a steady stream of visitors to the area and a
continual flood of new books and articles attest to the attraction of
this kingdom on the mississippi early in 1990 two new books
were released that dealt with nauvoo while both books deepen our
51

knowledge each has its own character and purpose
in old nauvoo is a social history its author george W
givens states that his book was written to fill a vacuum that has
been neglected by mormon historians ix givens is only partially correct it is true that there are no book length social histories
of nauvoo there are however numerous articles and monographs
that focus on various dimensions of nauvoos
Nau voos social life givens
seems unaware of these and 1I can only conclude that he has not
attained the cutting edge of latter day saint historical scholarship
ofgivenss
A reading of
Given ss sources will quickly reveal this deficiency
givenss
he cites well known general studies but overlooks specialized and
even pathbreaking articles for instance in his chapter sickness
and death givens has not cited the article by bishop lacey and
wixom entitled death at mormon nauvoo 1843 1845 western
illinois regional studies 9 fall 1988 70 83 similar examples
could be given for almost every chapter
having said this 1I would still maintain that this is a useful
volume especially for the general reader it is informative and the
Given ss description of roads and travel in
narrative is lively givenss
nauvoo is especially insightful and helps the reader comprehend
the difficulty of getting from one place to another in that era givens
also is effective in relating much of his material to a broader
historical context for example in this same chapter on roads and
travel he compares travel in nauvoo to travel in other parts of the
US during the 1840s
oldmormon
oid mormon nauvoo 1839 1846 is a guidebook it skillfully
old
combines historical photographs and maps to help the visitor
discover the often hidden charms of nauvoo the motivation for
this book is rooted in a visit which the authors made to nauvoo in
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they naturally wanted to see several historic sites but found

it difficult to locate many of them vii
following an introduction and a discussion of both historic and
modem nauvoo the reader comes to a section entitled guided tours
of nauvoo these tours are divided into sections such as upper
nauvoo and mats
flats
fiats
rats east each section includes a detailed map
photographs and descriptions of individual sites the volume also
includes guided tours of the surrounding communities
one of the strengths of this book is the high quality of the
photographs some of the historic photographs are published for
the first time the sources used to document the historical and
descriptive narratives are excellent clearly these authors have done
their homework the bibliography reads like a whos
chos who in
church historical scholarship an added feature of this guidebook
is its attempt to inform us about historical sites where the original
structures have vanished here sketches and old photographs
create the past
converge to assist the nauvoo tourist to find and re
recreate
unfortunately the sources of the photographs are not clearly identified the authors could have specified the geographical location of
the photograph collections and even the catalogue numbers this
criticism is perhaps a little picky but a better system of identification would be helpful especially to scholars
this is a very useful book and should enhance the pleasure and
understanding of everyone who visits nauvoo

NOTE
this phrase was coined from the title of robert bruce flanders book nauvoo kingdom

on

the mississiippi urbana university of illinois press 1965
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